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A apoptotic dendritic cells induce tolerance in mice through suppression of dendritic cell maturation and induction of antigen-specific regulatory T cells

Rahul Kushwah,† Jordan R. Oliver,† Jinyi Zhang,‡† Katherine A. Siminovitch,‡† and Jim Hu2*†

Dendritic cell (DC) apoptosis has been shown to play a role in maintaining a balance between tolerance and immunity. However, the mechanisms of how DC apoptosis affects the immune response are unclear. We have shown that in vitro culture of apoptotic DCs with immature DCs results in their uptake by immature DCs, which subsequently turn into tolerogenic DCs, which then secrete TGF-β1 and induce Foxp3+ regulatory T cells (Treg). In this study we looked at the effects of apoptotic DCs in vivo. Here we show that apoptotic DCs are taken up by viable DCs in vivo, which suppresses the ability of viable DCs to undergo maturation and subsequent migration to the lymph nodes in response to LPS. Additionally, delivery of apoptotic DCs to LPS inflamed lungs results in resolution of inflammation, which is mediated by the ability of apoptotic DCs to suppress response of viable DCs to LPS. Additionally, apoptotic DCs also induce TGF-β1 secretion in the mediastinal lymph nodes, which results in expansion of Foxp3+ Treg. Most importantly, we show that delivery of apoptotic DCs followed by OVA in CFA to mice suppresses T cell response to OVA and instead induces de novo generation of OVA-specific Treg. Furthermore, delivery of apoptotic DCs followed by OVA in CFA results in expansion of Treg in TCR transgenic (OT-II) mice. These findings demonstrate that apoptotic DCs are taken up by viable DCs in vivo, which promotes tolerance through suppression of DC maturation and induction of Treg.

vitro, for uptake of apoptotic splenocytes did not produce the same effects, indicating that the observed suppression is likely not phosphatidylserine dependent; since even apoptotic splenocytes have phosphatidylserine exposed on the surface which can then interact with its receptor on viable DCs. Moreover, previous studies have also indicated that exposure of murine DCs to apoptotic cells does not induce TGF-β1 secretion (20–22). The aim of our current study was to study the effects of apoptotic DCs on viable DCs in vivo and to test whether they can be used for suppression of existing inflammation and induction of Ag-specific tolerance in mice.

In this study, we show that delivery of apoptotic DCs in mice results in their rapid uptake by viable DCs both in the spleen as well as the draining lymph nodes. Though, the uptake of either necrotic or apoptotic DCs by viable DCs in vivo does not effect their phenotype, albeit, it has an effect on subsequent response to LPS. Apoptotic DCs are able to suppress subsequent LPS-induced DC maturation and DC migration from the periphery to the lymph nodes. Furthermore, apoptotic DCs are able to suppress LPS-induced airway inflammation when they are given together with LPS or after LPS delivery. This has to do with the ability of apoptotic DCs to suppress IL-12 production by viable DCs in the lymph nodes and their ability to instead promote secretion of TGF-β1 from the draining lymph nodes, which contributes to immunosuppression and induces expression of Foxp3+ Tregs. In addition, we also show that delivery of apoptotic DCs followed by OVA-CFA in mice results in induction of tolerance, via generation of OVA-specific Tregs. Taken together, our results demonstrate that apoptotic DCs can be potentially used for induction of tolerance via generation of Ag-specific Tregs and for suppression of pre-existing inflammation.

Materials and Methods

Mice, Abs and other reagents
C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories, and B6.SJL mice were purchased from Taconic and maintained per guidelines of SickKids animal facilities. All the animal studies were reviewed and approved by the SickKids Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee for humane use of laboratory animals. OT-II mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. OT-II transgenic mice express the mouse α-chain and β-chain TCR that pairs with the CD4 coreceptor and is specific for chicken OVA 323–339 in the context of I-Ab. All the Abs were used against mouse Ags. The following Abs were purchased from ebioscience: CD11c PE-Cy7, CD11c PE, CD86 PE, CD80 PE, MHC class II (MHC II) PE, IL-10 Alexa487, IL-12 allophycocyanin, CD25 PE-Cy7, BrdU FITC, Foxp3 PE and the following from BD Biosciences: CD11c FITC, CD25 PE, CD4 FITC, CD3 PE. Isotype control IgGs were obtained from ebioscience and/or Serotec. CFSE was obtained from Molecular Probes; BrdU, OVA, CFA, and propidium iodide (PI) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. GM-CSF was obtained from R&D Systems. Cell proliferation ELISA based on BrdU incorporation and chemiluminescent detection was obtained from Roche. Azezane was obtained from Baxter. Triton X-100 buffer was used for permeabilization for intracellular Foxp3 staining.

Generation of bone marrow-derived DCs
Bone marrow cells were isolated from tibias and femurs of adult mice and cultured in presence of GM-CSF as described previously (23). On day 3, the non-adherent granulocytes, and T and B cells were gently removed and the respective fresh media were added, and two days later the loosely adherent proliferating DC aggregates were dislodged and replated. On day 7, the released, weakly adherent cells were harvested. Of the cells, 85–90% were confirmed to be CD11c+ DCs via FACS analysis.

Isolation of naive CD4+ CD25− T cells
Naive CD4+CD25− CD62L+ T cells were isolated from spleens of wild-type mice or OT-II mice using CD4+CD62L+ naive T cell isolation kit in conjunction with MACS columns from Miltenyi Biotec, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Induction of DC apoptosis and necrosis
Dendritic cells were cultured on a 6-well dish and irradiated for 2 min with a UV transilluminator, with a peak intensity of 9000 mW/cm2 at the filter surface and a peak emission of 313 nm. Induction of apoptosis was confirmed using annexin, necrosis and healthy cell quantification kit (Biovision) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Additionally, staining with annexin V-FITC and PI was also used to confirm apoptosis. Necrosis was induced by first pelleting cells, followed by freeze and thaw.

CFSE labeling of DCs
DCs were harvested and suspended in balanced salt solution (BSS) containing 1 μM CFSE at a concentration of 10^6 cells/ml. Subsequently, the cells were incubated at 37°C for 10 min. FCS was added to a concentration of 5% and the cells were washed twice.

In vivo assays to assess suppression by apoptotic DCs
Wild-type C57BL/6 mice were injected with 100 μl of saline alone or 4×10^6 apoptotic/necrotic DCs in 100 μl volume saline in footpads, and 6 h later, 1 μg of LPS was injected in a volume of 50 μl. FITC-dextran was injected before LPS delivery, to label DCs in the periphery. Twenty four hours later, popliteal lymph nodes (PLN) were isolated and assessed for migration of FITC-dextran “CD11c+” DCs along with CD86 expression on CD11c+ DCs via FACS analysis. Furthermore, experiments were also repeated by delivering CFSE-labeled apoptotic or necrotic DCs, followed by assessment of CD86, CD80, and MHC II expression on CFSE “CD11c+” DCs (indicative of DCs that had taken up apoptotic/necrotic DCs). Additionally, experiments were also performed to look at IL-12+ DCs in the PLN. Single cell suspension from PLN was prepared and cells were cultured in medium containing brefeldin A (1 μg/ml) for 3 h. Subsequently, cells were stained for CD11c, fixed and permeabilized using buffer containing saponin and stained with IL-12 Ab or isotype control, followed by subsequent analysis on a FACSCalibur.

In vivo lung assays
Mice that were 8–11 wks of age, were lightly anesthetized by Aerrane inhalation, and 100 μl of saline alone or 20 μg of LPS in a volume of 100 μl saline with or without apoptotic DCs was delivered intranasally; 10×10^6 apoptotic DCs were delivered together with LPS or 1 day after LPS delivery; 6 h or 24 h later, mice were sacrificed and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) along with the mediastinal lymph nodes (MLN) were isolated. To isolate BALF, mouse tracheas were briefly exposed and cannulated with a catheter and a syringe; using ice-cold PBS with 5 mM EDTA, the lower respiratory tract was rinsed 6 times using 1 ml volume to collect inflammatory cells from the airspaces. Total cell counts in BALF were determined by light microscopy, and supernatants were used for determination of TGF-β1 levels by ELISA. Single cell suspension was prepared from MLN and cells were stained with CD4 and Foxp3 to assess percent- age of Tregs, via FACS analysis as described previously (23). Additionally, in another set of mice, 48 h after delivery, mice were sacrificed and lungs were isolated for histological analysis. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded mouse lung tissue samples were sectioned at 4 μm and stained with H&E for histological examination of LPS-induced inflammation under a light microscope as described previously (24).

Cytokine assays
We quantified levels of TGF-β1 in BALF and culture supernatants by ELISA using a commercial kit following the manufacturer’s instructions (TGF-β1 Kit; R&D Systems). A total of 5×10^5 cells/well were cultured in X-VIVO 20 serum-free medium (Cambrex), and 48 h later, culture supernatants were used for ELISA.

Immunization with OVA and assessment of T cell proliferation in vivo
Mice were immunized with 100 μg of OVA in a 100-μl volume of saline, emulsified in an equal volume of CFA. BrdU-labeling solution was prepared in PBS with a final concentration of 5 mg/ml. After treatment with OVA-CFA, mice were given daily intraperitoneal injections of BrdU (1 mg/mouse) for 7 days. On day 7, mice were sacrificed and draining lymph nodes were isolated. Single cell suspension was prepared, and cells were stained for CD3 and BrdU, as described previously (23).

Suppression assay
OVA-pulsed (0.5 mg/ml) DCs were used as stimulators and naive OT-II CD4+ T cells were used as responders. The stimulators (2.5×10^6 cells/
well) and responder cells (2.5 × 10^6 cells/well) were cultured in 96-well round-bottom plates at a ratio of 10:1 and suppressors (CD25^+), isolated from draining lymph nodes of mice, were added at a ratio of 1:2, 1:10, or 1:30. Proliferation was assessed at day 4 of coculture using BrdU cell proliferation assay. To isolate CD4^+CD25^+ T cells, lymph nodes from immunized mice were isolated and a single cell preparation was prepared. Cell suspension was first enriched for CD4^+ T cells by depletion of non-CD4^+ T cells using CD4^+ T cell isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec) in conjunction with LS columns. The flow-through consisted of enriched CD4^+ T cells. Cells were stained for CD25 and cell-sorting was conducted to isolate CD4^+CD25^high T cells. FACS analysis confirmed that greater than 94% of the T cells were CD4^+CD25^- . Proliferation was assessed at day 4 of coculture using BrdU cell proliferation assay following manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using Student’s t-test to compare two groups and ANOVA to compare multiple groups (SPSS 16.0). Significance was set at p < 0.05.

Results
Uptake of apoptotic DCs by viable DCs in vivo
UV-radiation was used to induce DC apoptosis, and apoptotic DCs were characterized as annexin V+PI-. Our data indicate that upon induction of apoptosis in DCs via UV exposure, most of the DCs become annexin V+PI- by 6–10 h after UV exposure (data not shown). To assess whether viable DCs can take up apoptotic DCs in vivo, CFSE-labeled apoptotic DCs were injected i.v. in mice through the tail vein, and 24 h later, spleen and draining lymph nodes were isolated to assess for uptake of CFSE+ apoptotic DCs. We gated on PI+CD11c^+ DCs for viable DCs and among them we assessed the proportion of CFSE+ DCs, which were indicative of viable CD11c^+ DCs that had taken up apoptotic DCs. Our data show that approximately 14–15% of CD11c^+ DCs in spleen were able to take up apoptotic DCs, whereas 11% of CD11c^+ DCs in draining lymph nodes had taken up apoptotic DCs (Fig. 1, A and B). In contrast, only 3% of CD11c^- cells (i.e., non-DCs) had taken up CFSE-labeled apoptotic DCs, indicating that the uptake of apoptotic DCs was largely restricted to CD11c^- DCs (Fig. 1B).

To further, eliminate the possibility of CFSE+ apoptotic DCs being PI+ upon in vivo delivery, we performed delivery of CFSE+CD45.1+ apoptotic DCs to CD45.2 mice (supplemental Fig. 1A) and delivery of CFSE+CD45.2+ apoptotic DCs to CD45.1 mice (supplemental Fig. 1B). Our results show that upon delivery of CD45.1+ DCs to CD45.2 mice, 99% of PI+CD11c^- DCs were CD45.2^+, among which 11–12% were CFSE+, indicating that it was in fact the host CD45.2+ DCs that had taken up apoptotic DCs (supplemental Fig. 1A). Similarly, upon delivery of CFSE+CD45.2+ apoptotic DCs to CD45.1 mice, 98–99% of PI+CD11c^- DCs were CD45.1^+, among which 13% were CFSE+, indicating that it was the host CD45.1+ DCs which took up donor CFSE+ apoptotic DCs (supplemental Fig. 1B).

CFSE-labeled apoptotic DCs were also injected into footpads of wild-type mice. Twenty four hours later PLN were isolated, and the uptake of CFSE+ apoptotic DCs by CD11c+ viable DCs was assessed via FACS analysis. We gated on PI+CD11c^- DCs for viable DCs, among which approximately 15% DCs were CFSE+ (Fig. 1B). In contrast, when we gated on PI+CD11c^- DCs from MLN, only 1.6% of the cells were CFSE+, which was expected, since most of the lymphatic drainage from the footpads is into the PLN (Fig. 1B). Taken together, our findings demonstrate that delivery of apoptotic DCs in mice results in their uptake by viable CD11c^- DCs in both the spleen as well as in the draining lymph nodes. Similarly, CFSE-labeled necrotic DCs were delivered via footpad injections to mice and 24 h later, approximately 11–12% of PI+CD11c^- DCs were CFSE+, indicating uptake of necrotic DCs by viable DCs in vivo (Fig. 1C).

Next, we went on to assess the phenotype of DCs that take up apoptotic DCs (Fig. 1D). CFSE-labeled apoptotic DCs were injected i.v. in mice and 24 h later FACS analysis was performed to assess the uptake of CFSE-labeled apoptotic DCs by different DC subsets. Gating was performed based on CD11c expression to classify CD11chigh^- DCs as CD11clow or CD11chigh. Among these two subsets, further gating was performed based on CD11b and CD8 expression. Our findings identify, that it is primarily the CD11chigh^- DCs that take up apoptotic DCs (48–50%), with much lower proportions of CD11clow^- DCs taking up apoptotic DCs (10–11%). When we further classified DCs based on CD11b expression, no differences were observed, with similar proportions of both CD11chigh^-CD11b^- and CD11chigh^-CD11b+ DCs taking up apoptotic DCs. Further gating based on CD8 expression revealed that higher proportions of CD11chigh^-CD8^- (30.4%) and CD11clow^-CD8^- (7.4%) took up apoptotic DCs compared with CD11chigh^-CD8^- (20.6%) and CD11clow^-CD8^- (4.2%), respectively. Overall, these findings indicate that CD11chigh^- DCs are primarily responsible for taking up apoptotic DCs, with preferential uptake by CD11chigh^-CD8^- DCs.

Delivery of apoptotic or necrotic DCs does not result in maturation of viable DCs
To test whether apoptotic or necrotic DCs have any inflammatory effect on viable DCs, footpad injections of either saline, apoptotic DCs, LPS or necrotic DCs were performed in mice and 24 h later, PLN were isolated to assess for maturation of viable DCs (Fig. 2). Gating was performed on PI+CD11c^- DCs, indicative of viable DCs. In response to saline, approximately 56% of DCs in the PLN were CD86+, which indicates the basal levels of CD86 expression on DCs in the lymph nodes. Similarly, delivery of apoptotic DCs did not alter the proportion of CD86^- DCs. In contrast, delivery of LPS resulted in an increase in the levels of CD86+ DCs, which increased from 56% at basal levels to 85% in response to LPS. However, similar to delivery of apoptotic DCs, injection of necrotic DCs did not result in up-regulation of CD86 expression on DCs in the PLN (Fig. 2A). Furthermore, we also looked at the proportion of IL-12+ DCs in the PLN (Fig. 2, B–D). At basal levels and upon injection of apoptotic or necrotic DCs, only 5% of the DCs were IL-12+. In contrast, delivery of LPS resulted in IL-12 production by approximately 30–35% of DCs in the PLN. Overall these results indicated that delivery of apoptotic or necrotic DCs does not result in maturation of viable DCs in vivo. We also isolated the PLN and looked at TGF-β1 secretion from PLN-derived cells in vitro (Fig. 2E). Our findings indicate that PLN cells from mice that received apoptotic DCs secreted significantly elevated levels of TGF-β1.

We also looked at the phenotype of viable CD11c^- DCs in lymph nodes that had taken up apoptotic or necrotic DCs. To test this, CFSE^- apoptotic or necrotic DCs were delivered by footpad injections and gating was performed first on PI+CD11c^- DCs from the lymph nodes, indicative of viable DCs and among them further gating was performed on CFSE^- DCs to look at CD86, CD80, and MHC II expression levels on viable DCs that had taken up apoptotic or necrotic DCs (Fig. 2F). Viable DCs (59%) that had taken up apoptotic DCs were CD86^-, which was similar to the proportion of CD86^- DCs normally observed in lymph nodes upon saline injections (Fig. 2G). Similar proportions of CD86^- DCs were observed among viable DCs that had taken up necrotic DCs (57%). Similarly the proportions of CD80^+ and MHC II^-
Apoptotic or necrotic DCs are taken up by viable DCs in vivo. CFSE-labeled apoptotic DCs were injected i.v. or into footpads of mice, and 24 h later, spleen and draining lymph nodes or PLN were isolated. FACS analysis was performed to look at uptake of apoptotic CFSE<sup>+</sup> DCs by CD11c<sup>+</sup> viable DCs from spleen and draining lymph nodes (mediastinal, mesenteric, inguinal, brachial, and superficial cervical nodes) (A and B). Similarly FACS analysis was also conducted to look at uptake of necrotic CFSE<sup>+</sup> DCs by CD11c<sup>+</sup> viable DCs in PLN (C). PI exclusion was performed to gate on viable CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs. Among the PI<sup>-</sup> viable cells, gating was performed on CD11c<sup>+</sup> cells to assess for presence of CFSE<sup>+</sup>CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs. Controls included injection of unlabeled apoptotic or unlabeled necrotic DCs along with assessment of CFSE<sup>+</sup> cells among CD11c<sup>+</sup> viable DCs in the MLN upon footpad injections (B). D. FACS analysis was performed to assess uptake of CFSE<sup>+</sup> DCs by different subsets of DCs based on different levels of CD11c, CD11b, and CD8 expression. Data shown is representative of three to four independent experiments.

**FIGURE 1.** Apoptotic or necrotic DCs are taken up by viable DCs in vivo. CFSE-labeled apoptotic DCs were injected i.v. or into footpads of mice, and 24 h later, spleen and draining lymph nodes or PLN were isolated. FACS analysis was performed to look at uptake of apoptotic CFSE<sup>+</sup> DCs by CD11c<sup>+</sup> viable DCs from spleen and draining lymph nodes (mediastinal, mesenteric, inguinal, brachial, and superficial cervical nodes) (A and B). Similarly FACS analysis was also conducted to look at uptake of necrotic CFSE<sup>+</sup> DCs by CD11c<sup>+</sup> viable DCs in PLN (C). PI exclusion was performed to gate on viable CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs. Among the PI<sup>-</sup> viable cells, gating was performed on CD11c<sup>+</sup> cells to assess for presence of CFSE<sup>+</sup>CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs. Controls included injection of unlabeled apoptotic or unlabeled necrotic DCs along with assessment of CFSE<sup>+</sup> cells among CD11c<sup>+</sup> viable DCs in the MLN upon footpad injections (B). D. FACS analysis was performed to assess uptake of CFSE<sup>+</sup> DCs by different subsets of DCs based on different levels of CD11c, CD11b, and CD8 expression. Data shown is representative of three to four independent experiments.
Delivery of apoptotic DCs to mice results in their uptake by viable DCs, which do not undergo maturation but produce TGF-β1. Mice were injected in footpads with saline, apoptotic DCs, LPS, or necrotic DCs, and 24 h later, PLN were isolated. A, Representative FACS histograms depicting CD86 expression on viable PI−CD11c+ DCs in PLN upon delivery as described above. B, Representative FACS plots depicting IL-12 expression on gated CD11c+ cells from the PLN. C, Comparison of proportions of IL-12+ CD11c+ DCs in PLN upon delivery as described above. D, Release of TGF-β1 from single cell suspension of PLN cells isolated from mice treated as above upon culture in vitro. E and F, Mice were injected as above, but with CFSE-labeled apoptotic or necrotic cells and 24 h later assessed for CD86 levels on viable DCs in PLN that had taken up apoptotic DCs. G, Gating strategy to gate on viable CD11c+ DCs that had taken up CFSE-labeled apoptotic or necrotic DCs. Gating was first performed on PI−CD11c+ DCs to gate on gated DCs (i), followed by gating on CFSE+ population among PI−CD11c+ DC population (ii), then expression of CD86 (iii), CD80 (iv), and MHC II (v) was assessed on the gated PI−CD11c−CFSE+ population (iii). G, Proportions of CD86+, CD80+, and MHC II+ DCs among PI−CD11c−CFSE+ population along with respective MFI. All data are mean ± SD, and representative of n = 4–5 and representative of four independent experiments. *, p < 0.05, statistically significant compared with all the other groups.
FITC-dextran along with necrotic DCs (NecDC) LPS-induced DC migration from the periphery to PLN upon foot-vivo, we looked at the effects of apoptotic or necrotic DCs on viable DCs in vivo is not recognized as inflammatory. Apoptotic DCs can suppress LPS-induced viable DC migration in vivo

To confirm the immunosuppressive properties of apoptotic DCs in vivo, we looked at the effects of apoptotic or necrotic DCs on LPS-induced DC migration from the periphery to PLN upon footpad injections by gating on CD11c+PI− cells (viable cells) (Fig. 3). FITC-dextran injection was used to label DCs in the periphery to monitor their migration to the lymph nodes as described previously (23). Upon delivery of saline, approximately 14–15% of CD11c+ DCs in the lymph nodes were FITC-dextran+, which indicates the basal levels of DC migration from the periphery to the lymph nodes (Fig. 3, A and B). In contrast, in response to LPS delivery, approximately 40% of CD11c+ DCs in PLN were FITC-dextran+, indicating increased migration of DCs from the periphery to PLN. This was expected, as LPS in a known inducer of DC maturation and migration. Similarly, delivery of necrotic DCs before LPS delivery produced similar results, indicating that necrotic DC delivery was not able to dampen LPS-induced DC migration from the periphery to the PLN. However, upon injection of apoptotic DCs before LPS administration, only 18% of the DCs in PLN were FITC-dextran+, i.e., were from the periphery, indicating that apoptotic DCs suppressed LPS-induced DC migration (Fig. 3, A and B). This was further confirmed by measuring absolute count of total DCs in the PLN along with the absolute count of FITC-dextran+ DCs (indicative of DCs that had migrated from the periphery to PLN); both were significantly reduced upon injection of apoptotic DCs before LPS delivery compared with mice that had received LPS alone (Fig. 3C). In fact, the levels of DC migration observed upon delivery of apoptotic DCs before LPS delivery was similar to the basal levels, seen upon injection of saline only. Overall, the findings indicate that injection of apoptotic DCs before LPS delivery was able to suppress LPS-induced DC migration from the periphery to the lymph nodes. In contrast, delivery of necrotic DCs before LPS delivery had no effect on LPS-induced DC migration from the periphery to PLN. Apoptotic DCs suppress LPS-induced DC maturation in vivo

To assess the effects of apoptotic DCs on DC maturation in vivo, we looked at the expression of CD86 and CCR7 on DCs in PLN after delivery of apoptotic or necrotic DCs before LPS delivery (Fig. 4). DCs normally express very low levels of CD86, which is up-regulated in response to inflammatory stimuli, such as LPS. Upon saline delivery, approximately 69% of CD11c+ DCs in PLN were CD86−, which increased to 80–83% upon injection of LPS or necrotic DCs before LPS delivery (Fig. 4A). In contrast, injection of apoptotic DCs before LPS delivery reduced this to 68%, which was similar to the proportion of CD86+ DCs observed in PLN of mice which received saline only. In addition, a higher proportion of DCs were CD86+ upon injection of apoptotic DCs before LPS delivery (30%) compared with LPS alone (21%) or

![FIGURE 3](http://www.jimmunol.org/)

**FIGURE 3.** Apoptotic DCs suppress LPS-induced DC migration from periphery to draining lymph nodes in vivo. Mice were injected in footpads with FITC-dextran along with saline, FITC-dextran before LPS delivery (LPS), FITC-dextran along with apoptotic DCs before LPS delivery (ApoDC + LPS), or FITC-dextran along with necrotic DCs (NecDC + LPS) before LPS delivery. Twenty four hours later, percentage of FITC-dextran+ DCs in the PLN of mice treated, as described above. A, Absolute DC count in PLN was measured using FACS analysis with total DC count corresponding to total CD11c+ and FITC-dextran+ CD11c+ DC count corresponding to DCs that had migrated from the periphery to PLN. All data are means ± SD obtained from n = 4–5 for each group. *, p < 0.05, statistically significant compared with NecDC+LPS and LPS.
FIGURE 4. Apoptotic DCs suppress LPS-induced DC maturation in vivo. Mice were injected in footpads with saline, LPS, apoptotic DCs before LPS delivery (ApoDC + LPS), or necrotic DCs (NecDC + LPS) before LPS delivery. Twenty four hours later, FACS staining was performed to assess expression of CD86 by CD11c+ viable DCs in the PLN. PI exclusion was used to gate out dead DCs. A, Representative FACS expression profile of CD86 on PI−CD11c+ DCs from treated animals as described above. B, Shown here is the gating strategy used to classify DCs as CD86−, CD86lo, and CD86hi. Proportions of CD86− (C), CD86lo (D), and CD86hi (E) CD11c+ DCs in PLN of groups of mice injected as described. F, Representative FACS expression profile of CCR7 on PI−CD11c+ DCs along with corresponding MFI from treated animals as described above. All data are means ± SD obtained from n = 4–5 for each group. *, p < 0.05 for ApoDC + LPS vs LPS and NecDC + LPS for C and E.
Intranasal delivery of apoptotic DCs can suppress LPS-induced inflammation and induce expansion of T<sub>reg</sub>

To further confirm the immunosuppressive and tolerogenic properties of apoptotic DCs, we assessed the effects of apoptotic DCs in suppression of airway inflammation (Fig. 5). Delivery of CFSE<sup>+</sup> apoptotic DCs resulted in uptake by viable CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs that could be detected in the MLN (Fig. 5A). Using wild-type mice, we performed intranasal delivery of apoptotic DCs both with LPS or 1 day after LPS delivery. In response to delivery of LPS, there was approximately a 3-fold increase in absolute cell count in BALF compared with mice that received saline only (Fig. 5B). In contrast, delivery of LPS with apoptotic DCs or delivery of apoptotic DCs 1 day after LPS delivery resulted in significant reductions in absolute cell count in BALF compared with LPS delivery alone. However, there was a slightly greater reduction in absolute cell count in BALF upon delivery of apoptotic DCs at 1 day after LPS delivery compared with delivery of LPS together with apoptotic DCs. In addition, we also performed histopathological assessment of inflammation in the airways by staining lung sections with H&E, followed by observation under a light microscope (Fig. 5C). Intranasal delivery of saline or apoptotic DCs alone did not result in any infiltration within the airways. However, upon delivery of LPS, perivasculare inflammation as well as both parenchymal and intraalveolar infiltrates of neutrophils, macrophages and lymphocytes could be observed throughout the lungs, which was also the case upon delivery of LPS followed by saline. In contrast, delivery of LPS along with apoptotic DCs resulted in reduced levels of cellular infiltrates compared with LPS delivery alone. This reduction in the extent of cellular infiltrate was even more profound upon delivery of apoptotic DCs 1 day after LPS delivery.

To further study the extent of immunosuppression induced by apoptotic DCs, we also looked at the proportion of IL-12<sup>+</sup> DCs in MLN of treated mice (Fig. 6A). Approximately 5% of CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs in the MLN were detected as IL-12<sup>+</sup> DCs upon saline delivery, which increased to 35–40% upon intranasal delivery of LPS. Similarly, 35–40% of DCs were IL-12<sup>+</sup> in MLN of mice that received LPS followed by saline delivery. In contrast, delivery of apoptotic DCs with LPS or LPS followed by apoptotic DCs resulted in suppression of IL-12 production by DCs in MLN (Fig. 6A). Approximately 15–17% of the DCs were IL-12<sup>+</sup> in MLN of mice which received LPS with apoptotic DCs and 8–10% were IL-12<sup>+</sup> in MLN of mice which received LPS followed by apoptotic DCs. This was overall a significant reduction compared with the 35–40% IL-12<sup>+</sup> DCs observed in MLN of mice which received LPS only. Next, we assessed the capacity of CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs from MLN of treated mice to respond to LPS restimulation in vitro. MLN from treated mice were isolated and single cell suspension was prepared, which was cultured in presence of LPS and 24 h later, proportion of IL-12<sup>+</sup> CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs was assessed by FACS analysis (Fig. 6, B–D). Exposure of cells from MLN of mice which received saline alone had a robust response to LPS, which approximately 35–40% of DCs as IL-12<sup>+</sup>. Similarly, LPS exposure of cells from MLN of mice which received LPS only or LPS followed by saline, resulted in approximately 40–50% of DCs producing IL-12. In contrast, cells from mice treated with LPS in combination with apoptotic DCs or LPS followed by apoptotic DCs had a significantly diminished ability to respond to LPS (Fig. 6, B–D). Only 20% of DCs from mice that received LPS with apoptotic DCs were IL-12<sup>+</sup> upon restimulation with LPS. Similarly, only 10–12% of DCs from mice which received LPS followed by apoptotic DCs were IL-12<sup>+</sup> upon LPS restimulation. Taken together, these findings indicate that delivery of apoptotic DCs with LPS or after LPS exposure, results in suppression of inflammation. This may be due in part to the suppressive effects of apoptotic DCs on IL-12 production by CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs in the lymph nodes in response to LPS.

Since, our experiments showed that delivery of apoptotic DCs resulted in TGF-β1 secretion from the lymph nodes, we looked at the secretion of TGF-β1 in BALF fluid after intranasal delivery of apoptotic DCs (Fig. 7A). Delivery of LPS or LPS followed by saline did not result in any significant change in total TGF-β1 levels in BALF compared with the levels in BALF of mice that received saline alone. In contrast, delivery of apoptotic DCs (both in combination with LPS or 24 h after LPS delivery) resulted in significant increase in TGF-β1 in BALF (Fig. 7A). However, the increase was transient, since it could only be observed at 6 h after delivery and returned to normal levels after 24 h. We also looked at TGF-β1 secretion from the MLN of mice that received apoptotic DCs (Fig. 7B). MLN were isolated 24 h after delivery of apoptotic DCs in combination with LPS or apoptotic DCs 1 day after LPS delivery; a single cell suspension was made, which was cultured in serum free media for 48 h, after which TGF-β1 levels in the medium were assessed by ELISA. Our results indicate that there was a significant increase in TGF-β1 secretion from MLN cells isolated from mice that received LPS in combination with apoptotic DCs or apoptotic DCs alone 24 h after LPS delivery as compared with mice that received saline alone, LPS alone or LPS followed by saline delivery (Fig. 7B). Since there was no significant decrease in the levels of TGF-β1 in MLN, we assessed whether there was T<sub>reg</sub> expansion occurring in MLN upon apoptotic DC delivery (Fig. 7, C and D). Approximately 5–8% of CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells in MLN of mice that received saline alone, LPS alone or LPS followed by saline delivery were CD4<sup>+</sup>Foxp3<sup>+</sup> T<sub>reg</sub>. In contrast, in mice that received LPS in combination with apoptotic DCs, the proportion of CD4<sup>+</sup>Foxp3<sup>+</sup> T<sub>reg</sub> increased to 15%. However, in mice that had inflammation before apoptotic DC delivery (i.e., received LPS followed by apoptotic DCs), there was a significant increase in the proportion of CD4<sup>+</sup>Foxp3<sup>+</sup> T<sub>reg</sub>, which increased to approximately 18–22% of CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells in the MLN (Fig. 7, C and D). Similarly, increase in the absolute count of CD4<sup>+</sup>Foxp3<sup>+</sup> T<sub>reg</sub> was also observed in the MLN (Fig. 7E). This increase in the proportion of CD4<sup>+</sup>Foxp3<sup>+</sup> T<sub>reg</sub> was specific to MLN, and was not observed in the spleen or the distal lymph nodes (data not shown). Therefore, our findings indicate that intranasal delivery of apoptotic DCs can mediate resolution of inflammation firstly through induction of TGF-β1 secretion, which itself is known to be immunosuppressive and secondly through their ability to suppress IL-12 production by DCs in lymph nodes. Additionally, our data also indicates that upon intranasal delivery of apoptotic DCs, there is secretion of TGF-β1 in MLN, which promotes expansion of T<sub>reg</sub>.

LPS after necrotic DC injection (20%) (Fig. 4C). Moreover, though the proportion of CD86<sup>low</sup> DCs was similar among all the groups, the proportion of mature DCs (i.e., CD86<sup>high</sup> DCs) was significantly reduced upon injection of apoptotic DCs before LPS delivery compared with the rest of the groups, and was similar to the levels seen with saline injections (Fig. 4, D and E). We also looked at the expression levels of CCR7, which is a chemokine receptor, up-regulated on DCs as they undergo maturation (Fig. 4F). Our results indicate that though there was not a significant difference in the proportion of DCs that were CCR7<sup>+</sup>, there was indeed a difference in the levels of CCR7 expression. Upon saline delivery, the MFI of CCR7 on CD11c<sup>+</sup> DCs in PLN was 52, which increased to 103 upon LPS delivery and increased to 115 upon delivery of necrotic DCs before LPS delivery. In contrast, injection of apoptotic DCs before LPS delivery reduced the MFI to 48, which was indeed similar to the MFI of CCR7 expression seen only with saline delivery. These results clearly show that apoptotic DCs but not necrotic DCs can suppress maturation of viable DCs in response to an inflammatory stimulus in vivo.
Apoptotic DCs can induce immune tolerance in vivo.

Since our in vitro findings suggested that viable DCs prime differentiation of naive T cells into Tregs and do not induce T cell proliferation upon apoptotic DC uptake, we assessed whether apoptotic DCs can suppress T cell proliferation in vivo (Fig. 8A). C57BL/6 mice were injected with OVA in saline or OVA in CFA, which would prime a robust T cell response directed against OVA. To test the efficacy of apoptotic DCs in inducing tolerance, 6 h before injection of OVA in CFA, mice were injected with apoptotic DCs or necrotic DCs i.v.. Mice...
FIGURE 6. Intranasal delivery of apoptotic DCs suppresses LPS-induced IL-12 production in DCs in MLN. Mice were administered the following by intranasal delivery: saline, LPS, LPS with apoptotic DCs (LPS + ApoDC), LPS followed by saline after 1 day (LPS then saline), or LPS followed by delivery of apoptotic DCs after 1 day (LPS then ApoDC). A, Proportion of IL-12−CD11c+ DCs in MLN, 24 h after delivery. B—D, After 24 h, MLN were isolated and a single cell suspension was prepared that was cultured in the presence of LPS for 24 h. B, Representative FACS plots depicting gating strategy, used for gating on CD11c+ DCs from the MLN single cell suspension. C, Representative FACS plots looking at IL-12−CD11c+ DCs in culture after LPS exposure. D, The graph compares the proportion of IL-12−CD11c+ DCs in culture after LPS exposure. Data are presented as mean ± SD, obtained from n = 4 mice for each group, representative of four independent experiments. *, p < 0.05, LPS then ApoDC vs all the other groups except LPS + ApoDC, #, p < 0.05, LPS + ApoDC vs all other groups except LPS then ApoDC.
were given intraperitoneal injections of BrdU to label proliferating cells and 7 days after delivery of OVA in CFA, mice were sacrificed and T cell proliferation was assessed in draining lymph nodes by looking at the proportion of BrdU\(^*/\)CD3\(^+/\)T cells. Results indicate that upon delivery of OVA in saline, approximately 3–4% of the total CD3\(^+/\)T cells in draining lymph nodes were proliferating (i.e., BrdU\(^*/\)H11001\/H11001\/) (Fig. 8, B and C).

However, upon injection of OVA in CFA, the number increased to approximately 21–22%, indicating that CFA primed a robust immune response against OVA, as expected. Similarly, 22–23% of the T cells in draining lymph nodes of mice that received necrotic DCs before delivery of OVA in CFA were BrdU\(^*/\)H11001\/H11001\/, indicating that necrotic DCs had no effect on the ability of viable DCs to prime a T cell response in vivo. In contrast, upon delivery of apoptotic DCs before delivery of OVA in CFA, approximately 10% of the T cells were BrdU\(^+/\) (i.e., proliferating), which was a marked reduction compared with 23% BrdU\(^+\)/H11001\/) T cells seen with delivery of OVA in CFA (Fig. 8, B and C). Therefore, our results demonstrate that delivery of apoptotic DCs before delivery of OVA in CFA was able to suppress the priming of immune response directed toward OVA. Furthermore, 7 days after delivery, draining lymph nodes were isolated and total cells were cultured in the presence of OVA for 4 days to assess for OVA-specific T cell proliferation (Fig. 8D).

Cells isolated from lymph nodes of mice that received apoptotic DCs before delivery of OVA in CFA had significantly lower levels of proliferation compared with the cells isolated from mice which received OVA in CFA alone, or necrotic DCs before delivery of OVA in CFA (Fig. 8D).
FIGURE 8. Apoptotic DCs induce Ag-specific T<sub>reg</sub> in vivo. A, Protocol for induction of OVA-specific tolerance in mice. C57BL/6 mice were injected i.v. with OVA in saline (OVA-saline), OVA in CFA (OVA-CFA), apoptotic DCs followed by OVA-CFA after 6 h (ApoDC then OVA-CFA), or necrotic DCs followed by OVA-CFA after 6 h (NecDC then OVA-CFA). For the next 7 days, one set of mice were given intraperitoneal injections of BrdU as described in Materials and Methods and the other set of mice was used after 7 days for isolation of CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> cells. One week later, T cell proliferation in draining lymph nodes (inguinal and mesenteric) was assessed via BrdU incorporation. B, Representative histograms depicting BrdU incorporation by CD3<sup>+</sup>T cells in the draining lymph nodes of immunized mice. C, Comparison of percentage of BrdU<sup>+</sup>T cells, expressed as percentage of total CD3<sup>+</sup>T cells, from draining lymph nodes of immunized mice. D, After 7 days, draining lymph nodes were isolated and total cells were cultured with OVA protein for 4 days and Ag-specific T cell proliferation was determined by BrdU incorporation assay. E, After 7 days, CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells were isolated from draining lymph nodes of mice injected with OVA-CFA (CD25<sup>+</sup>OVA-CFA mice), apoptotic DCs (CD25<sup>+</sup>ApoDC mice), necrotic DC followed by OVA-CFA (CD25<sup>+</sup>NecDC then OVA-CFA mice), or apoptotic DCs followed by OVA-CFA (CD25<sup>+</sup>ApoDC then OVA-CFA). Magnetic selection was used to enrich for CD4<sup>+</sup> cells (91%) purity, which was subjected to cell sorting for isolation of CD25<sup>high</sup> population (94% purity). F, The isolated CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells were then added to a coculture of naive OT-II CD4<sup>+</sup>T cells and OVA-pulsed BMDCs at three different ratios of 1:2, 1:10, and 1:30. Four days later, cell proliferation was assessed by BrdU incorporation assay and data is presented as percentage of suppression of T cell proliferation compared with that of OT-II CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells cultured in presence of OVA-pulsed BMDCs without addition of any CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells. All data presented as mean ± SD, representative of n = 4 mice per group and representative of three independent experiments. *, p < 0.05, ApoDC then OVA-CFA vs all other groups except OVA-saline.
We also wanted to confirm the ability of apoptotic DCs to induce Ag-specific T<sub>reg</sub> in vivo (Fig. 8, E and F). Mice were injected with OVA in saline, OVA in CFA, apoptotic DCs before delivery of OVA in CFA or necrotic DCs before delivery of OVA in CFA. After 7 days, draining lymph nodes were isolated, and magnetic separation was performed to enrich for CD4<sup>+</sup>H<sub>11001</sub> cells, followed by cell sorting for CD4<sup>+</sup>H<sub>11001</sub>CD25<sup>high</sup> cells, which would include CD4<sup>+</sup>H<sub>11001</sub>Foxp3<sup>+</sup>H<sub>11001</sub>Tregs (Fig. 8E). Since wild-type mice are not expected to have tolerance toward OVA, they should not have any T<sub>reg</sub> specific for OVA. In contrast, if apoptotic DCs are able to induce OVA-specific T<sub>reg</sub>, then T<sub>reg</sub> from mice treated with apoptotic DCs before OVA-CFA delivery should be able to suppress OVA-specific T cell proliferation in vitro. To test this, CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells isolated from different groups of mice were added as “suppressors” to a coculture of naive CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells isolated from OT-II mice which would have specificity for OVA, acting as “responders” along with dendritic cells pulsed with OVA to stimulate OT-II cells, acting as “stimulators”. CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> were added at ratios of 1:2, 1:10 and 1:30 to naive OT-II CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells in the coculture. CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells isolated from mice immunized with OVA-CFA failed to suppress proliferation, indicating that there were no T<sub>reg</sub> specific for OVA in the immunized mice (Fig. 8F). This was expected because immunization with OVA in CFA led to a robust immune response. Similarly, CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells isolated from mice, which only received apoptotic DCs, failed to suppress T cell proliferation. This was again expected, since the animals, which received apoptotic DCs, were not exposed to OVA. Therefore, there was no differentiation of naive T cells into Tregs with specificity for OVA. CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells isolated from animals, which received necrotic DCs before OVA-CFA delivery, were again not able to suppress T cell proliferation, indicating that there were no OVA-specific T<sub>reg</sub> generated in mice upon delivery of necrotic DCs before OVA-CFA. In contrast, CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells isolated from animals, which received apoptotic DCs before OVA-CFA delivery, were able to suppress proliferation of OT-II CD4<sup>+</sup>CD25<sup>+</sup> T cells in a dose-dependent manner with approximately 70% suppression at 1:2 and 30% suppression at 1:10 ratio of suppressors to responders.
(Fig. 8F). This indicates that delivery of apoptotic DCs, before delivery of OVA-CFA, was able to induce de novo generation of OVA-specific T_{regs} in mice.

In addition to the ability of apoptotic DCs to induce de novo generation of T_{regs}, we also wanted to assess their ability to induce expansion of T_{regs}. OT-II mice were given i.v. injections of saline, OVA-CFA or apoptotic DCs followed by OVA-CFA. 24 h later, the proportions of T_{regs} in spleen as well as the draining lymph nodes were assessed via FACS analysis. Upon injection of saline, the proportions of T_{regs}, relative to total CD4^{+} T cells were approximately 8% and 5% in spleen and draining lymph nodes, respectively (Fig. 9). After injection of OVA-CFA, there was a slight increase in the proportion of T_{regs}, which increased to approximately 10% in the spleen and 7% in the draining lymph nodes, albeit the difference compared with saline delivery was not statistically significant. In contrast, 24 h after delivery of apoptotic DCs before OVA-CFA delivery, the proportions of T_{regs} increased to approximately 20% in the spleen and 15% in the draining lymph nodes, which was around 2–3 fold expansion compared with the proportions observed in mice that received saline only. The expansion of T_{regs} upon delivery of apoptotic DCs before OVA-CFA was not observed in brachial lymph nodes, which was expected since OVA-CFA was delivered via the intraperitoneal route and it is primarily the lymphatic drainage from the thoracic region that reaches the brachial lymph nodes (Fig. 9B). Therefore, these results clearly indicate that delivery of apoptotic DCs before Ag stimulation can induce expansion of Ag-specific T_{regs}. Collectively, our results indicate that delivery of apoptotic DCs before Ag delivery in vivo can induce de novo generation of Ag-specific T_{regs} along with expansion of existing T_{regs}, thereby preventing induction of a T cell response against the delivered Ag.

**Discussion**

Cumulatively, our results clearly indicate that apoptotic DCs have a tolerogenic effect on the immune response in vivo. To our knowledge, this is the first study, which assessed the effects of apoptotic DCs on immune response in vivo. Our findings indicate that delivery of apoptotic DCs in mice results in their rapid engulfment by viable DCs in both the spleen as well as draining lymph nodes. However, the delivery of apoptotic or necrotic DCs has no effect on the surface phenotype of viable DCs which take them up and nor is their uptake recognized as inflammatory by viable DCs. In contrast to the delivery of necrotic DCs, delivery of apoptotic DCs results in TGF-β1 production in the draining lymph nodes. If an inflammatory stimulus such as LPS is delivered after delivery of apoptotic DCs, then apoptotic DCs suppress migration of DCs from the periphery to the draining lymph nodes. In addition, the maturation of DCs in response to the inflammatory stimuli is also inhibited. Furthermore, this results in suppression of T cell response to the inflammatory agent and instead results in de novo generation of Ag-specific T_{regs} along with expansion of existing T_{regs}. Overall, our findings identify that priming of immune system in vivo with apoptotic DCs results in tolerance induction to a subsequent immunogen.

In addition to induction of tolerance, our findings also identify that apoptotic DCs can be used for suppression of existing inflammation. Our findings show that apoptotic DCs are quite potent at suppression of LPS-induced inflammation in the airways. The suppression is actually mediated in three different steps. Firstly, apoptotic DCs suppress the induction of IL-12 by viable DCs in the draining MLN and make them non-responsive to a further inflammatory insult. Secondly, apoptotic DCs also induce transient TGF-β1 secretion in BALF, which is known to be immunosuppressive. Thirdly, apoptotic DCs induce TGF-β1 secretion in the MLN, which results in T_{reg} expansion. Taken together, these findings indicate that apoptotic DCs are very potent in suppression of existing inflammation. The tolerogenic effects of DCs reported in this study could be relevant for generation of immunosuppression and Ag-specific tolerance for many applications in transplantation, allergy and autoimmunity. These findings could have implications in suppression of airway immune response as is the case in asthma, lung transplantation and also upon delivery of gene therapy vectors. In human lung transplantation, it has been shown that grafts with high levels of inflammatory cytokines develop severe graft dysfunction following reperfusion (25–27). Perhaps, delivery of apoptotic DCs before harvesting the organ may prevent induction of reperfusion injury by suppressing inflammatory response, which could potentially enhance graft survival and limit lung inflammation. In addition, airway immune responses are a barrier to the success of airway gene therapy (28). Our previous work has shown that even, so called non-immunogenic vectors such as helper-dependent adenoviral vectors are able to potentiate cytotoxic T cell response upon airway delivery at low doses (23). This poses a serious barrier toward readministration of gene therapy vectors. Therefore, it is feasible that using apoptotic DCs perhaps transient immunosuppression and tolerance can be induced, which would prevent subsequent immune response against gene therapy vectors.

Though, some earlier studies were conducted to look at the effects of apoptotic cells in vivo, most relied on the use of apoptotic splenocytes as a source of apoptotic cells. Moreover, some studies have even concluded that apoptotic cells are better than necrotic cells to induce immune responses. Recently, a study was conducted where DCs were treated with apoptotic splenocytes and subsequently delivered to mice. It was identified that apoptotic cells impact the immune response by triggering DCs to produce high levels of NO which attracts T cells and renders them non-responsive (29). Earlier studies also looked at the effects of delivering apoptotic splenocytes loaded with OVA to mice (30). Upon delivery, these splenocytes were rapidly taken up by DC and contributed to deletion of T cells. In addition to the ability of apoptotic splenocytes to induce deletional tolerance, some studies have also reported that apoptotic splenocytes can induce immunological tolerance through induction of T_{regs} (31–33). Along with apoptotic splenocytes, apoptotic pancreatic cells have also been shown to promote tolerance to islet Ags and prevent diabetes development (34). It is important to note that none of these studies looked at the effects of apoptotic DCs in vivo. Therefore, our studies are the first ones, which specifically looked at the effects of apoptotic DCs and clearly showed their potential in inducing Ag-specific tolerance in vivo through induction of T_{regs}. Furthermore, studies have also shown that lack of DC apoptosis can promote autoimmunity, with the mechanism being relatively unclear. Our study shows that in addition to the dogma of DC apoptosis as a mechanism to eliminate activated DCs to prevent hyperactivation of the immune response, DC apoptosis also plays an active role in induction and maintenance of tolerance through induction of T_{regs}. Studies have also shown that exposure to necrotic cells results in maturation of DCs, which then acquire a potent T cell stimulatory capacity (35–38). Surprisingly, our findings show that necrotic DCs are not immuno-stimulatory, which may be due to the paucity of presence of certain immunosuppressive factors in primary DCs, which renders them non-immunogenic even after the cellular contents are released into the extracellular milieu. However, such factors still need to be identified.

Studies have documented a substantial depletion of DCs, both in sepsis patients and septic mice linking this event to immunosuppression, which is one of the main reasons for the fatality observed in sepsis patients (39, 40). In addition, increased levels of circulating T_{regs} have also been observed in sepsis patients (41). Mice over expressing anti-apoptotic proteins (selectively in DCs) are resistant to sepsis induced immunosuppression (42). However, the
mechanism of how DC apoptosis can contribute to immunosuppression is unclear. Our study sheds light on immunosuppression induced by apoptotic DCs and demonstrates that DC apoptosis in sepsis may impact the ability of viable DCs to undergo maturation and instead promote induction and expansion of T\(_{\text{reg}}\), thereby offering a potential explanation for the observation of enhanced circulating levels of T\(_{\text{reg}}\) in sepsis patients. In addition to sepsis, high levels of spontaneous DC apoptosis has also been observed in breast cancer patients (16, 17). Our study indicates that DC apoptosis in cancer patients may play a role in suppressing immune responses against the tumor by inducing immunosuppression and tolerance. Therefore, prevention of DC apoptosis may enhance the therapeutic effects of chemotherapy in tumor eradication (16, 17).

Taken together, our findings clearly show that apoptotic DCs have a potent ability to induce immunological tolerance in vivo. Furthermore, even in cases of pre-existing inflammation, apoptotic DCs are quite potent in suppressing inflammation and inducing expansion of T\(_{\text{reg}}\). Our findings may represent a therapeutic strategy in prevention of unwanted immune responses in autoimmune diseases and transplantation along with inhibition of DC apoptosis to assist in tumor eradication.
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